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Get toned up for beach weather
BY MARY JAYNE WARNE
Staff Writer

Spring has finally arrived,
which means that the grass is
getting green, the squirrels are
playing and as you put away
your sweatshirts to usher in
the warm weather, you may
be noticing the winter pounds
you had been storing away.
Eating healthily and staying
in shape is hard to do, and it’s
especially hard when you’re
living on campus—away from
home-cooked meals and having to rely on Kise or squeezing what you can out of the
few dollars you have at WalMart or Hornbacher’s.
Losing weight may be hard
to do, but Hendrix Health
Center wants to help make it
easier. So they’ve teamed up
with the local Weight Watchers
group to bring students their
weight loss program at a discounted price.
Jennifer Harrell, 23, from
Minneapolis, has been on the
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The Weight Watchers program has become popular for those interested in finding a healthy diet. It
is being offered to students on campus through the Hendrix Health Center.

Weight Watchers program for
six months and has made substantial progress. She’s tried
several diets in the past, but
has never seen success like she
has with Weight Watchers.

“I think it’s all about portion control and eating more
filling foods; that’s what
Weight Watchers has taught
me,” Harrell said, noting that
she still eats what she wants

when she wants.
Weight Watchers has been
helping women, and now
men, lose weight for over
40 years. It started as meetings in the founder’s home

and has grown into one of
the most recognizable weight
loss programs in the country.
The philosophy is that being
on Weight Watchers is not a
diet, it’s about living a healthy
lifestyle.
They push eating the foods
you enjoy when you want, but
arm you with the knowledge
of how much is too much,
and what might be the better
option for you in a certain
situation.
“The thing I like about the
program is that I can still eat
the things I get cravings for,
Harrell said. “It’s just a matter
of how big of portions I take.”
Being healthy is important,
and a little support along the
way makes it that much easier.
If you have any questions contact Hendrix Health Center at
218.477.2211.
Warne can be reached
at warnema@mnstate.edu

New course brings Swedish culture MSUM alumni honored
BY KELSIE O’KEEFE
Staff Writer

MSUM is offering a new
beginning Swedish language
and culture course, allowing
students to introduce themselves to Swedish, one of the
largest settlement ethnicities in
Minnesota.
The class, LANG 190 Intro
to Swedish Language and
Culture, is a two-credit course
taught by James Kaplan, professor emeritus of French, which
focuses on “reality-oriented”
Swedish vocabulary and tools
for continuing education.
Although it’s primarily a language-intensive course, Kaplan
also focuses on Swedish culture
through teaching tools to find
interests.
“The class is geared to
acquaint (students) with
resources that they’ll later be
able to use on their own,”
Kaplan said.
Students will get acquainted
with Swedish Web sites, organizations, magazines, films and
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bibliographies.
The main focus however, is
Swedish language.
“There’s enough language
taught that you can say ‘I know
some Swedish’ and continue on
your own,” Kaplan said.
The course comprises one
hour and 20 minutes of language each week with one hour
devoted to cultural topics.
Kaplan said Swedish language and culture has “redirected” his life; it’s become a
hobby for him.
“It becomes a whole orientation in your life,” Kaplan said.
Kaplan has a long history of
involvement in Swedish organizations. Through graduate
school he worked summers as
a counselor at a Swedish YMCA
sailing camp on the west coast
of Sweden. This, he said, got
him “hooked” on Sweden. His
first year of doctoral research
in French was conducted at
the University of Uppsala in
Sweden.
Kaplan founded the Swedish
Deadline for
advertisement
completion and
newspaper
submissions is
Monday at 5 p.m.

Cultural Heritage Society of the
Red River Valley in 1976 and in
1985 founded the North Dakota
New Sweden ’88 Committee.
In 1988, the King of Sweden
knighted James Kaplan for all
his work and teachings.
MSUM previously offered
French, German and Swedish
courses.
“The largest ethnic group in
Minnesota is Swedish,” Kaplan
said. “The university should
respond to that.”
Swedish courses were taught
at MSUM starting in 1976 until
Kaplan’s retirement about 15
years later.
“The class was enormously successful,” Kaplan said.
“People were able to get excited, turn on and implement
their ethnicity.”
According to the 2008 U.S.
Census Bureau, 32 percent
of Minnesota residents are
of Scandinavian decent, just
behind German at 37 percent.
The course is not only for
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at transitional event
BY MEGAN NITSCHKE
Editor

Students with disabilities
often struggle with the transition from high school to college.
For those who face transitional difficulties, though,
there are helpful options
offered based on the community in which they reside.
Specifically in the F-M area,
students can find solutions.
Tomorrow,
The
Clay
County Transition Interagency
Committee (CTIC), along
with North Dakota’s Region
5 Transition Committee, are
sponsoring the 3rd Annual
Transition Gala.
CTIC consists of a group of
professionals who volunteer
to do training on transition
issues.
Both of the agencies work
on transitioning students who
need help. They work together
to help the transition for these



Thursday’s weather
Mostly Sunny
Low: 62° High: 29°

Friday’s weather: partly cloudy

Saturday’s weather: mostly cloudy

kids to live alone, work, go to
college or get an apartment.
“Together we decide what
the best outlook is for people
leaving high school,” said
committee member Mary
Olstad.
Olstad said the main purpose of the transition gala is to
bring in more quality training
on transitional issues. Every
other year the committee puts
on a transition workshop, and
the proceeds help bring in
training and keynote speakers
for the event. The next workshop will be held in 2011.
The agencies do not receive
any state funding, so they rely
on the support of fundraisers
and donations in order to provide adequate care for those
with transitional needs.
This event will also include
the presentation of the EnderleSeverson Award, which was
developed by MSUM special
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NTSA spring party

Older than average student? Part-time student?
Single parent? Work full time?
Transfer student? Married?
Come
to
the
NonTraditional
Students
Association (NTSA) spring
party on Saturday from 1 to
4 p.m. in CMU 227 for free
food, fellowship, games and
door prizes. Families are welcome.

Student nominations

Calling all “Of the Month”
nominations for: Student
Organization Leader, Student
Organization Adviser and
Student Organization.
All nominations for May
are due by 4:30 p.m. on
Friday.
Do you believe that your
organization deserves an
award for an achievement
that it has accomplished?
Know of a student leader
who has gone beyond what
is needed? Has your student
organization adviser always

been available for your
group in time of need? If
you answered yes to one or
more of the questions above,
a nomination is in order!
The Office of Student
Activities is now accepting nominations for Student
Organization of the Month,
Student Organization Leader
of the Month, and Student
Organization Adviser of the
Month.
Just go to www.mnstate.
edu/osa to nominate.
Show your appreciation for
their work and commitment!

Haiti benefit

The
Student
Nurses
Association at MSUM has
teamed with Rotary Club
International to raise money
to send shelter boxes to Haiti
for those who are now homeless.
It is only $5 to attend
and all the profits go to this
great cause. The show is on

Saturday at 6 p.m. in the
Underground.
Three great bands are
coming out to rock for a
cause: Baltic to Boardwalk,
Descension and Serenity’s
Call.
No outside food or drink
please. If you would like
more information about the
shelter boxes go to www.
shelterbox.org
Come enjoy some great live
music and make a difference!

Lunch with Mayor

On April 14 from 11 a.m. to
1 p.m. the Student Senate will
be hosting a box lunch for
students with Mayor Voxland
in CMU 101.
If you are interested in
attending, getting a free lunch
and discussing civic concerns
with the mayor, please RSVP
including your choice of a
turkey, ham or vegetarian
meal. RSVPs are due by noon
today.

Advocate meetings
4 p.m. Mondays in
CMU 110

The Advocate encourages letters to the editor and your turn
submissions. They should be typed and must include the
writer’s name, signature, address, phone number, year in
school or occupation and any affiliations. Letters are due by
5 p.m. Monday and can be sent to MSUM Box 130, dropped
off at The Advocate office in CMU Room 110 or e-mailed
to us at advocate@mnstate.edu. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters and refuse publication of letters omitting
requested information. It does not guarantee the publication
of any letter.
“I just want to floss till I bleed every time.”

Text the word SPEAK to
46986 and receive a FREE
Rail Drink or Domestic Beer.

The Advocate is always looking for talented writers, photographers, columnists and illustrators. Meetings are held at 4
p.m. every Monday in CMU 110.
Contact the editor for more information or come to the
staff meetings.

SPECIALS
7 p.m.-midnight • Mon-Thu

MON

Bucket of 4 Domestic Beers. . $7.50
Ladies Night Martinis . . . . . $3.50

TUE 1/2 Price Bottles of Wine
$5 HAMBURGERS

Kristi Monson Adviser

WED

Megan Nitschke Editor
Michael Smith Assistant Editor
Kimberly Ehrlich Opinion Editor
Leslie Wood Features Editor
Anna George Arts and Entertainment Editor
Tim Stulken Sports Editor
Lauren Taute Photo Editor
Holly Lavecchia Copy Editor
Jenessa McAllister Copy Editor
Kristine Kostuck Copy Editor
Taaren Haak Copy Editor
Laura Posterick Advertising Manager
Dustin Brick Business Manager
Ross Peterson Distribution Manager

Pitchers . . . . . . . . . . . . $3.95

(Amber Bock, Bud, Bud Light, Foster’s,
Miller Lite)

FREE PEANUTS

THU

22 oz. Grande Beers . . . . . $1.95
(Amber Bock, Bud, Bud Light, Foster’s,
Miller Lite)

Sam Adams and Blue Moon $2.95

FRI

Pitchers . . . . . . . . . . . . $4.75

(Amber Bock, Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite)
After hours 9 p.m.-2 a.m.

SAT Bloody Marys
12 oz. draws. .
22 oz. draws .
60 oz. pitchers

Columnists: Jenny Hilleren, Holly Lavecchia, Ross Peterson,
Tim Stulken, Jake Gysland, Ban Anselmino, Ben Sailer
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$1.75
$1.25
$1.95
$3.95

(Amber Bock, Bud, Bud Light, Miller Lite)

BURGERS $1.00 OFF

11 a.m.-2 p.m.

SUN Endless bowl of Chili . . . . . $3.95
Grande Beers . . . . . . . . . $1.95
Bloody Mary Bar $3 Rails $4 Calls
Moorhead
1001 30th Ave. S.
218-233-1326
speakeasyrestaurant.com

12 p.m.-4:30 p.m.

1/2 Price Appetizers*
7 p.m.-10 p.m.

*excludes shrimp cocktail

Drinking in dorm

A MSCTC student was
making suicidal comments in
South Snarr at 12:36 a.m. on
March 23.
Security found the student with friends and had an
ambulance transport him to
MeritCare. The student was
referred to the counseling center.

On the third floor of South
Snarr, four individuals were
issued minor in consumption
citations at 1:47 a.m. on March
27.
Security found five individuals drinking alcohol
in a dorm. The Moorhead
Police Department was contacted and two students were
referred to judicial affairs for
alcohol offenses.

Incoherently drunk

Backpack of booze

Suicide watch

An intoxicated student was
taken to detox at 10:58 p.m. on
March 23.
The student was making
incoherent comments to the
security officers and could not
properly identify himself. The
Moorhead Police Department
was contacted to transport the
student to detox.

Rugby team cited

The Advocate is published weekly during the academic year,
except during final examination and vacation periods.
Opinions expressed in The Advocate are not necessarily
those of the college administration, faculty or student body.

Illustrators: Tate Mlady, John Berdahl

Features Editor

The theft of a bass instrument was reported at 5:05 p.m.
on March 25. The instrument
is valued at $4000.

Minnesota State University Moorhead
Box 130 Moorhead, MN 56563
Located on the lower floor of Comstock Memorial Union
Room 110
News Desk and Editor’s Desk: 218-477-2551
Advertising: 218-477-2365
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advocate@mnstate.edu or www.mnstate.edu/advocate
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BY LESLIE WOOD

Instrument stolen

The

Reporters: Erica Anderson, Jenny Hilleren, Kimberly
Ehrlich, Logan Grossman, Jenessa McAllister, Chayanee
Haley, Conor Holt, Katie Schroepfer, Taaren Haak, Andrew
Jason, Ross Torgerson, Kelsey Roseth, Kelsie O’keefe,
Kelsey Fecho, Mary Jayne Warne, Kristing Kostuck, Sadie
Jones, Kaylee Osowski, Devin Berglund

Director of Campus Security Michael Parks

A disorderly student was
removed from Weld at 3:15
p.m. on March 24.
The student was refusing
to leave a professor’s office.
Security officers escorted the
student outside of the building.

Advocate
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SECURITY UPDATE

Student removed

The Advocate would like to
invite any interested students
to its weekly meetings in The
Advocate office. Pick up an
application today and apply
to be a sports writer, staff
writer, cartoonist or photographer. Photographer meetings
are at 4:30 p.m.

The Advocate is prepared for publication by Minnesota
State University Moorhead students and is printed by Davon
Press, West Fargo, N.D.
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Alcohol was found in an
MSUM van, which was being
loaded by the men’s rugby
team at 4:36 p.m. on March
26.
One of the students had
dropped the alcohol from his
bag onto the pavement outside
of Nemzek. Security arrived to
find broken glass and a beer
can on the pavement.
The officers searched for
alcohol in the vehicle and
found several bottles in the
students’ bags.
Two students were cited for
minors in possession and four
students were referred to judicial affairs.

There were alcohol offenses
in East Snarr at 2:56 a.m. on
March 27.
When doing rounds a student was found carrying a bag
with alcohol. The student was
referred to judicial affairs for
possession of alcohol on campus.

Clinking glass

Three students were cited
for minors in consumption in
Dahl at 11:04 p.m. on March
27.
Security officers heard glass
bottles clinking and a person
asking for a beer when they
were doing their rounds in the
dorms.
The Moorhead Police
Department was contacted
and all students were referred
to judicial affairs.

Hide the bottle

There was an alcohol violation in Lot D at 10:37 p.m. on
March 31.
During a routine patrol,
security officers saw a male
student slide a plastic bottle
behind his back. When questioned about the contents of
the bottle, it was discovered to
be alcohol. The other student
admitted to buying the alcohol for the student since he
was underage.
The Moorhead Police
Department was contacted
and cited one student for
minor in consumption. The
two students were both
referred to judicial affairs for
alcohol offenses and sent back
to their dorms.
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Student shares collection at Plains Art Museum
BY LESLIE WOOD
Features Editor

The Advocate discussed with
Christelle Dominique about her
fashion collection to be shown
at the Plains Art Museum and
how her life in Haiti has affected her life as a designer.

Q&A

What are you planning
to show at the Plains Art
Museum?
I will be presenting the
MeJeanne Couture Fall 2010
Collection on May 1, 2010, at the
Plains Art Museum. It matches
closely what I intend to display also at the Atlanta Fashion
Week in July of this year.
Why did you decide to show
your designs at the Plains Art
Museum?
The Plains Art Museum can
be considered amongst the few
institutions in the Midwest
holding the status of authority
on anything artistic, and the fact
that I was allowed to present this
collection at the Spring Gala, in
my view, is an accolade. We,
somehow, came to know about
the annual Spring Gala that the
Plains Art Museum organizes
every year and we were particularly drawn to their theme,
which is centered on the concept of glamour and the aura of
the phenomenon of celebrities
and icons. We contacted them
and presented our ideas and
they were gracious enough to
meet and allow us to add our
touch to their artistic franchise.
How did you start designing?
Designing, if you mean the
sketching of ideas, has always
been a constant in my life especially that I, in my wonder years,
have participated in drawing
contest.
My earliest memory of
assembling garments probably
dates back to a time where I
must have been 4 or 5 years
old, bringing innocent suggestions to my mother on what
to wear before going to work.
It became somewhat serious
when I moved to New York and
enrolled at the Fashion Institute
of Technology. On top of my
business/marketing classes I
enrolled in sketching and sewing classes and realized that
there was somewhat potential.
With the encouragement and at
the time, the taunting of loved
ones, my sketch and ideas grew
with time.
What inspired you to become
a designer?
In December 2008, I went
back to my country after a long
time away working and living in New York. Maybe it is

that the planets were aligned in
the right way but I remember
going to a hotel, sitting down
by the pool and for some reason, day was transfigured into
night and I could see models I
didn’t know wearing my creations which only existed in my
imagination.
I decided to move to FargoMoorhead because I felt that
I sought a slower pace of life
where my ideas could be
brought together in security and
love. I had a show in May 2009
titled The View and I haven’t
looked back since.
What are your designs
inspired from?
My designs are a remodeling of what I perceive to be my
environment. It’s also personalization of what others have
done, ideas that intrigue me or
seem to align with what I desire
to produce. They are also musings on how I perceive that the
seasons influence us, or how
we want to wield fabrics and
garments in harmony with the
seasons. I also desire that my
designs display something personal to me, patterns or techniques that I like so much they
become a series within the collection or within the overarching vision of all my designs.
What other designers have
influenced you?
John Galliano, for he is a
master of techniques, producing gowns that always push the
boundaries of our ideas of the
aesthetic. Carolina Herrera and
Valentino Garavani have made
dresses that are simply elegant
and glamorous, creations that
are often accompanied by hats,
which grows to become a new
passion of mine.
How has your experience
from living in Haiti affected
your career?
I believe Haiti is a great focus
in my fashion endeavor. My
hope is to establish my atelier,
studio, in Haiti, particularly in
the city of Leogane where my
parents came from. I would love

TAAREN HAAK / THE ADOVOCATE

Gerard Beaubrun, business manager for MeJeanne Couture, and Christelle Dominique, designer,
enjoy a moment after their fashion show and silent auction last October at Ecce. The event raised
money for the Roger Maris Cancer Center and TeacHaiti.

to associate the idea of fashion
with life, opportunity, growth.
I dream that with clothes being
made in Haiti directly feeding its people and that with
increased success I can delve
in other ventures that are dear
to me.
One of them is to provide
Haiti’s children, by starting
with the city of Leogane, the
ability to be children. Presently,
because their existences have
been plagued by poverty, myriads of children are forced to
grow and mature prematurely,
unfortunately losing any semblance of innocence. My initial
goal is to provide recreational
establishments for children of
any walks of life to be children.
What do you want people to
gain from your designs?
I personally dream of my
designs to be known for their
effortless elegance and clear
craftsmanship. I want my clients to be sold on the appeal of
the design and also the sewing
techniques used. I also wish to
chisel a vision of the elegant
woman on garment.
I want my clients, from their

20s and up, as they wear my
creations, to feel as if they are
wearing a fabric representation
of what the word self-confidence
and self-love signifies, wielding
their charm conscious that no
one looking at them can dare
deny their eye-catching ability
of the moment. I also desire my
clients to regard acquiring my
creations as a personal investment, something higher than a
petty indulgence. It would be
acquiring a piece of art where
their personality shines as the
focal point of the composition.
What advice do you have on
fashion for college students?
If there is something that I
have come to grips with, it is
that although one must dream,
visualize and also believe in the
reality of the outcome sought
after, one has to create their own
opportunities.
Secondly, while everyone
aspires to shine through their
own identity, you find yourself
by mimicking, understanding,
simply learning from the masters.
I feel that fashion can be
somewhat like the art of jazz

where although the most successful musicians boast an easily recognized sound but they
will never fail to cite myriads of
old masters as influences. One
has to understand laws before
they can brilliantly be broken or
craftily manipulated.
Thirdly, although my present
circumstances do not present the
success I will attain in the future,
I can conclude also by exhorting
anyone from any artistic avenue
to heavily experiment with their
craft and develop a relationship with it. By this, I mean
that more than enough time
has to be invested — practicing,
dreaming, researching and performing their craft. It is estimated that the Beatles had 1,000 live
performances before their burst
into fame. They have to create
their own fashion shows, roam
around and find their connections. Anyone who desires to
succeed has to be willing to find
mentors and most importantly
a support system, internal or
external.
Wood can be contacted at
woodle@mnstate.edu.
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Advocate editorial board
Megan Nitschke
Editor

Michael Smith
Assistant Editor

Kimberly Ehrlich
Opinion Editor

MSUM targets
wide array for
summer session
In the last year, MSUM has taken a different approach
to the summer session in order to make it more appealing.
It is clear that the marketing and admissions departments
are putting forth a tremendous amount of effort to gather
students and community members to sign up for classes
this summer.
For students who are making the attempt to graduate in
four years, or even the ones overloaded with credits during the school year, summer session can provide much
relief, even if it’s only six credits’ worth.

The PC of the future
Chris Fried

Also, the school has chosen banded tuition for 2010’s
summer session, saving students money if they want to
take a full course load—12 credits.
However, as the e-mails that recently went out say, classes that aren’t filled to a certain number could be canceled
at the middle of this month.
This puts students in a bit of a predicament. If a student
wants to make sure they can at least take one class they
want, do they sign up for two and wait to see which one
fills completely? Waiting until the last minute to sign up
won’t help either—then no one signs up for anything.
Some majors don’t even offer classes in the summer.
The schedule is based on the amount of students in the
major and the faculty members available during summer.
Although advertisement and increasing enrollment seem
to be positive, it is questionable whether MSUM is
headed in the right direction.
The implication of advertising in the community is that
community members seem to be expected to take summer sessions classes.
Administrators have been pushing toward an increased
student count through the hiring of a marketing director
and numerous other promotion schemes.
Should we be putting so much focus on finding people
outside of the MSUM community merely for one semester?
These community members, who become summer students, won’t pay the same amount of campus-supporting fees that year-round students do, and they won’t be
returning in the fall.
Next year we will possibly see the dawning of new marketing towards freshmen, a project currently underway.
Temporarily, this mass effort of advertising to bring
students and community members in for just the summer
will hopefully pay off and help the campus crawl out of
its debt.
The opinions expressed in The Advocate are not
necessarily those of the college
administration, faculty or student body.
The Advocate encourages letters to the
editor and your turn submissions. They should be
typed and must include the writer’s name, signature,
address, phone number, year in school or occupation
and any affiliations. Letters are due by 5 p.m.
Monday and can be sent to
MSUM Box 130,
dropped off in The Advocate office
or e-mailed to advocate@mnstate.edu.

Guest Columnist
I’m not religious, but in the spirit of Easter,
I’d like to tell you about the fate of the personal
computer. Much like Jesus, it will be abandoned
by its friends, die and then ascend to become
intangible and accessible from anywhere. Unlike
Jesus, it will happen mostly in reverse order.
Google tells me something like 70 percent of
university students own laptops. They’re used
for listening to music, watching movies, playing video games, making funny pictures with
Photoshop and occasionally doing a homework
assignment or two. I fully expect that number to
start dropping very soon.
What leads me to my audacious claim. In two
words: The Internet.
There was a time when computers existed
without the Internet. Most of us don’t remember
it, try not to remember it or didn’t bother to find
out what a computer was until after that time. It
was followed by a decade of crappy Internet.
You could read text, load images, and near
the end of that time, stream a tiny video and
with lots of buffer pauses. The computer you
accessed the Internet from was still necessary
to run applications, watch DVDs, store your
music and play your video games. Internet augmented those things—downloadable updates,
illegal media downloads, multiplayer video
games—but you still needed a computer to do
those things.
Now, we find ourselves in an era of transition. Internet connections are faster and will
continue to become even faster. This allows
for the Internet to start doing the things we
used to need personal computers to do. Office

work can be done using Google Docs or Office
Live, movies are streamed from YouTube and
Netflix, music and radio are reimagined using
Web Apps like Pandora and Last.fm. There’s the
word: Web Apps. Applications are now run in
the Cloud, the results streamed to our monitor.
The only things missing are the heavy lifters: Adobe Creative Suite/Apple Final Cut
and friends/etc. and video games. Adobe is
already experimenting with the lighter pieces
of Photoshop online, and others like Aviary are
offering more in depth online services. Also,
there are companies like Otoy that are working
hard to deliver games rendered in the Cloud
and streamed to whatever device you’d like to
play them on. Give it a few short years, and
you’ll be able to do anything online that you can
do on today’s computer.
Which brings us to the true death—and the
resurrection—of the personal computer: Webenabled devices. When all the heavy lifting of
computer applications is done online, size and
power become near non-issues and all that
matters on the user end is how those applications are interfaced with. Everything you do on
your computer now—and a whole lot more—
will be achieved through tablets, super phones,
Augmented Reality and any number of new
interface technologies we’ve yet to perfect.
The personal computer has risen again, now
people just need to stop using its old form and
let it get around to dying. Happy Easter.
Love your PC more? e-mail Fried
at friedch@mnstate.edu

The Advocate is hiring for
next year’s staff positions.
Available positions:
Editor				
Features Editor
Sports Editor		
A&E Editor		

Assistant Editor
Opinion Editor
Photo Editor
Copy Editor
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Look beyond simple holiday meanings
I’m not what you’d
call a holiday enthusiast.
Commercialization has turned
me into a bit of a Scrooge. I
grow weary of people going
all-out for Christmas and
Thanksgiving without knowing
what those holidays originally
meant, where the symbols came
from, etc. Not to say there’s
anything wrong with putting
your own spin on things; I just
find the lack of interest in history and culture to be disheartening.
This year, however, I decided to do something about it.
Easter was right around the
corner, the alleged anniversary
of Christ’s rise from the grave.
I got bored with the egg-color-

rabbit Oschter
Haws, which
Särah Chamma
laid colored
eggs as gifts for
good children.
Eager
to
Guest Columnist share my findings, I quizzed
my family with
ing and corny decorations years this trivia while we were colago, and this was the year when oring eggs, only to get yelled
I was to make it a bit more inter- at for attacking their Christian
esting. I took to the Internet for beliefs. This surprised me, not
some research, and I discovered only because my family is only
Easter was originally a spring semi-religious, but because
festival for the Anglo-Saxon they’d always tried to instill in
goddess Eostre, which is also me an interest in culture. And
where the symbols of rabbits here I was the blasphemous
and eggs came from. The Easter Pagan trying to stake a claim to
Bunny as we know it now came their holiday, which Christian
from the mythological German missionaries originally stole in

an effort to convert the Pagans.
Since when is doing justice
to Easter’s true meaning a bad
thing? It’s not an attack on anyone’s belief system. If anything,
learning how holidays evolved
is a way to enrich the experience. I had little to no interest in
Easter before educating myself
on it.
We Americans pride ourselves on diversity, but some of
us balk at the idea of knowing
too much. Would it really be
so terrible to know Halloween
has Celtic roots, and that we
owe Sarah Hale for convincing Abe Lincoln to make
Thanksgiving a national holiday? (If you don’t know who
Sarah Hale is, Google her. Arm

yourselves with knowledge!)
Perhaps it would take us out
of our comfort zones to know
the Christmas tree is actually a
Pagan symbol. But then again,
Christmas itself is so commercialized that I have a hard time
believing anyone would be protective of its Christian version.
I think we should all
embrace a stroll down history
lane to discover it’s not all about
us. I enjoy doing a service to the
underdogs of history. Besides,
what better way to understand
the present by knowing more
about the past?
Have a new perspective? e-mail
Chamma at chammasa@mnstate.
edu

Clubbing
By Tate Mlady / The Advocate

Tiffany Reichard
Columnist

Enjoy the moment
What happens when
everything, or at least the
one thing, you have wanted
for so long is finally within
your reach? And yet, the
last few inches, centimeters
even, just won’t seem to
budge. This, unfortunately,
may be a reality we all are
way too familiar with.
Whether it is a new job, an
award, a certain someone, or
just anything we have spent
too many hours dreaming
about, the mere taunting of
this “thing” right in front
of you is one of the most
aggravating and discouraging feelings a person can
experience. If we are never
concretely guaranteed anything in this life, wouldn’t it
be better to just keep it all at
arm’s length and avoid the
disappointment? Or, would
it?
While the verdict is still
out and the opinions may
differ, the fact of the matter
is that there are no guarantees of anything; but should
that keep us from trying?

I’d like to believe that no
matter what the corollary
may be, the journey and
the lessons were worth the
endless hopes and exhausting dreams. Even if a person only gets to experience
a measly splinter of their
greatest desire, then it’d be
nice to say that prospect
was, at the very least, worth
the effort.
During a brief text conversation the other day, one
of my friends conveyed one
of the most encouraging and
helpful statements I have
ever heard; or, at least it
seemed that way at the time
because it was precisely
what I needed to hear, even
though I sincerely doubt
she knew how profound I
thought it to be. My friend

stated, “You don’t
always get all the
answers in life right
away, but focus on the
now. Enjoy the moment
and you’ll figure it out
when the time comes.”
Um, duh! Of course
it’s that simple.
Although in situations
like this—when one is discouraged because their
“thing” is so close, but not
fully their own—the good
ole saying “it’s easier said
than done” would unquestionably apply.
Nevertheless, why not
enjoy the moment while it’s
there? Perhaps it is these
moments that will allow you
to close in on those inches
and make the reach more
accessible. If nothing else,
it could be those moments
that lead to one of better
“things.”

Feeling philisophical? e-mail
Hilleran
at Hillejen@mnstate.edu

Coming to campus and trying out new student organizations is easy to do. After coming to campus and trying out
new student organizations, finding ones that you really fit
into can sometimes be a challenge.
Many of us come to school with no idea of what we want
to do. We join student organizations to get an idea and
maybe get to know people in that major, like in math club
or anthropology club. Sometimes we find things we really
like to do and want to keep doing them, like Anime club or
CRU. Or if you’re really into service work and leadership,
you have options as well, like joining a sorority or a group
like STLF or Alpha Lambda Delta.
If you can’t find something you like among the one hundred plus organization, there is hope. Create your own student organizations. Every year new ones are added to the
mix, and they look for new leadership and members. For
example, maybe you’re really into Disney movies. Start a
group for it. Or maybe you like a certain form of dance that
you don’t see offered at the wellness center or that isn’t a
traditional dance team dance. You can start an organization for it. Other times there are groups you were involved
with in high school that you miss dearly, like color guard.
If that’s you, get a guard started on campus (or watch for
someone else to get one started with you)!
There are so many different options for you to choose
from that I couldn’t possibly cover all the bases in this
article. Get out there, talk to people and get your organization started, or join one! If you get the word out this spring
and summer, you’ll be much more prepared to register and
get going next fall.
Just remember, with all the different resources and interests on campus, it’s practically impossible not to find a
group where you just “click” and can enjoy your college
experience so much more.
Got to get involved? e-mail
Reichard at reichardti@mnstate.
edu

Have a question for Student Senate?
Interested about issues on campus but don’t know who to ask? Submit your
questions to Student Senate and see if they can answer them for you.
e-mail your questions to advocate@mnstate.edu for a response from Student Senate
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Nicole’s Fine Pastry thrills even anti-sweet-toothers
BY ANNA GEORGE
A&E Editor

Students have been chatting
about Nicole’s Fine Pastry
since the beginning of the
year. Friends keep telling me
“You have to go; their dessert
is AMAZING,” or “If you love
chocolate, you’ll love them.”
All I thought, is it really that
amazing, I don’t even like
sweets.
I’m not a big fan of desserts. The only thing I like
about cake is the way it looks
on someone’s face. Pie is also
another thumbs down. Why
does the crust have to be
cooked and then filled with
a gooey sauce that makes the
pie crust soggy? These are two
obvious opposite textures and
should not have been paired
as partners in crime.
The point is, if I don’t really care for desserts or chocolate, unless it’s dark and in
small amounts, then how
could Nicole’s be some place
I would want to check out?
Doesn’t that stuff just go right
to your hips anyway?
Well, I eventually gave into
everyone’s “OMG’s” and
“have gottas,” but only for my
sister.
My family was coming to
visit and it would be my sister’s birthday. Being pregnant
and turning 30 wasn’t exactly

ABBY PAUL / THE ADVOCATE

MSUM junior Colleen Atwood enjoys breakfast at Nicole’s Fine
Pastry Monday morning.

at the top of my sister’s to-do
list. If she would have had it
her way, the baby would have
already been out and alcohol

would be consumed in great
amounts.
So, trying to stay on her
pleasant hormonal side I

needed a cake or some sort of
sweet concoction. Making her
favorite, cheesecake, wouldn’t
suffice if I wanted to live to
see the next day. The first and
only place that came to mind
was Nicole’s Fine Pastry.
Pulling up their online
menu, I scanned the page for
a blinking sign pointing at
cheesecake. Instead, they had
multiple options to choose
from, and to make matters
worse the cake needed to be
pre-ordered at least 48 hours
before. Great. Did I mention
that they would be at my
place in 5 hours? I guess I
would have to make a trip to
Nicole’s.
Dragging my friend Beth in
tow, we entered Nicole’s and I
almost dropped to the floor—
what was the smell?
I looked like one of those
people in the Febreeze television commercials, sniffing the
air every two seconds.
When you walk to the counter you can’t help but admire
the tables and chairs scattered
about. They’re not in perfect
placement but it gives Nicole’s
character.
Along the walls, art hangs.
Drawings, painting and photos, are all mixed about. Some
are for sale and others are
there to just please your eyes.
When you arrive at the

Friendly, Knowledgable Staﬀ!
Sales and Service!
Student/Faculty Discount Available!

701-356-TECH
Located Just north of
Scheels on 45th ST

College Night tuesdays
College id & $5 at the door
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Wells

always
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–
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Fargo
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counter, don’t plan on focusing much, especially if it’s
your first time. There are more
than a dozen items to choose
from such as whole cakes and
pies to slices, bars, truffles and
sweet tarts. Sparkling juice,
wine and coffee are offered
as well.
Beside desserts as the main
distraction, behind the counter you see multiple creations
being boxed, cut-up or put
in the display case of “pick
mes.”
If you’re a chocolate, pie,
cheesecake or just overall
sweets lover, don’t pass this
place up. If you’re like me and
none of the above, you’ll still
like it.

“

There are more
than a dozen
items to choose
from such as
whole cakes and
pies to slices,
bars, truffles and
sweet tarts. Sparkling juice, wine and coffee
are offered as well.

Anna George
A&E Editor

Nicole’s banana bars with
cream cheese frosting are
good, or if you’re craving
some sweetness and fruit,
get the sweet tart. If you are
not the greatest fan of sugary
sweets, try the granola bar; it
is almost a to-die-for.
As for you chocoholics, like
my friend Beth, try anything
that looks like pure chocolate
or go for the brownie. You
can’t go wrong.
Nicole’s is just like my
friends
said—amazing.
It offers a variety of delectable, decadent, sweet, sour,
delicious, savory, pure bliss
sweets. Hello hips.
You can take a friend, get a
to-go box or take a seat and
chat for awhile. They are also
in the process of expanding
their seating area.
Just remember this when
you go there: Savor every bite.
George can be reached at
georgean@mnstate.edu
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‘Spring Awakening’
addresses controversy
BY ANDREW JASON
Staff Writer

The MSUM theater department has been working tirelessly for the last two months
to get a 120-year-old controversial classic ready for
performance.
“Spring
Awakening,”
which was written in 1890
in Germany, has always
been widely disputed with
its issues of abortion, suicide, homosexuality and
rape. Despite its debatable
plot director, David Wheeler
anticipates no problems.
“If people come to this
play it’ll cause a lot of discussion,” Wheeler said.
“Although it deals with controversial subjects, it does it
in a kind way.”
“Spring Awakening” deals
with a group of teenagers in
late 19th century Germany
dealing with growing up
in a restrictive community
while trying to cope with

coming-of-age issues.
“It’s centered around fourteen to fifteen year olds discovering boys and girls,”
actor Matt Englund said.
“They all go to a reform
school.”
“Spring Awakening” has
gained popularity recently
with a Broadway adaption
complete with rock music.
Wheeler says he first came
up with the idea to put on
the play after seeing it in
New York. He came back
and started searching for
a translation that he liked.
Once he found the one that
worked he and his large cast
of 29 started working to get it
ready for performance.
The show will run tonight
through Saturday at 7:30
p.m. on Gaede Stage and is
free for all MSUM students.
Jason can be reached at
jasonan@mnstate.edu
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Martha, played by Holli Richgels, a victim of sexual abuse, sits
deep in thought while Thea, played by Caroline Stommes, and
Wendla Bergmann, played by Sarah Hysjulien, argue in the background.
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NOTES FROM NEMZEK

Golf opens
season 8th

The Dragon golf team
placed eighth at the Wayne
State Spring Classic March 29.
Scoring 747 strokes over
two rounds, 379 on day one
and 368 on day two, the
Dragons started their spring
season off with a strong
showing.
Junior Chelsea Ouren
placed twelfth at the tournament leading the team to their
eighth place finish. She scored
166 over the two days, 80 on
day one and 86 on day two.
The team’s next showing
will be at Augustana Saturday
and Sunday for the Augustana
Invitational.

Football
adds Ismail

Six-foot-four-inch,
200
pound, Lomumba Ismail will
be added to the Dragon secondary team next year.
Ismail hopes to lend both
his strength and size to the

safety position.
Ismail, a Coon Rapids
native, recieved multiple honors his senior year of high
school including team captain
as well as defensive MVP. He
also achieved All-Northwest
Suburban Conference honors.
During high school, Ismail
was a basketball player as
well as a football player and
recieved similar honors during his high school career, but
later decided to stick with
football in college.
Another area of success for
Ismail is academics. In the
classroom Ismail has consistently shown success. He was
named to the All-Minnesota
academic team for basketball
and football. Additionally, he
was a three-time honor role
student. He has proven himself as an active community
member volunteering with
youth programs.
Joining Ismail are 11 freshmen recruits and nine junior
college transfer students.
The football coaching staff
is excited about the addition
of Ismail and the rest of this
year’s recruits.
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Sands arrested
Offensive lineman charged with DWI
BY MICHAEL SMITH
Assistant Editor

On March 9, MSUM
offensive lineman Anthony
Sands was pulled over by
Moorhead Police for driving
with no headlights or taillights. During the traffic stop,
20-year-old Sands’ blood
alcohol content was .111
according to a breathalyzer
test administered by the officer. The limit is Minnesota is
.08. Sands was charged with
driving while intoxicated
on April 1 in Clay County
District Court.
“Anthony’s comments in
the police report indicate that
he knows what he did does
not match the values that the
Dragon football team, athlet-

ics department and the university has,” head coach Joel
Beard said.
It is unsure if Sands is a
scholarship-athlete because
that information falls under
student data privacy.
“He is being treated like
any other student in this situation. He will go through
student affairs and the campus judicial process,” Beard
said. “In addition, Anthony
has also been suspended
from the football team for
the 2010 spring semester and
is required to volunteer 100
hours of this time to a community organization.”
The door is not closed for
Sands to return.
“At this point in time the

combination of consequences from the judicial affairs
office, the athletics department and the legal system is
substantial,” Beard said. “In
working with 18-24-year-old
young men, it isn’t a question if there will be lapses
in judgment, the question is
if our players are going to
learn from their mistakes. At
the end of the semester we
will reevaluate the situation
and determine the best direction for Dragon Football and
Anthony Sands.”
The athletics department
does not condone underage
drinking or driving under the
influence.
Smith can be reached
at Smithmi@mnstate.edu
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This time last year, athletes helped in the flood fight instead of practicing or competing.
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Softball strikes out at home opener

CHRIS FRANZ / THE ADVOCATE

Freshman Amanda Moore connects for a pop-fly early on during the Dragons’ 0-5 loss against Wayne State on Friday. The Dragons also lost their second game 2-9.
BY TIM STULKEN
Sports Editor

The women’s softball team
faced Augustana and Wayne
State in a pair of doubleheaders last weekend.
The Dragons lost all four
games falling to 2-18 overall
and 0-4 in the league. The
losses also increased their losing streak to nine.

The team opened the
weekend and conference
play against the Wayne State
Wildcats on Friday.
In the first game, Wayne
State, ranked third regionally,
took an early 2-0 lead in the
first inning and prevented
the Dragons from scoring.
The game ended in a 0-5 loss
for MSUM. The second game

started more promisingly for
the team as the Dragons took
the lead by two early on and
maintained the lead untill the
third inning. The Dragons ultimately fell to Wayne State 2-9.
Saturday the team took
on Augustana. Early in the
first game, the Dragons
looked competitive, keeping
Augustana to one run and

putting a runner on third in
the second inning. But after an
Augustana double play ended
the inning, the team fell in the
fourth and fifth inning allowing nine Augustana runs in
just two innings. The game
ended with a 0-10 loss for
the Dragons. In the second
game of the day, the Dragons
were prevented from placing

a runner on base until the fifth
inning. The team was defeated
0-6 in the second game.
After the home opener losses, the Dragons hit the road
to take on St. Cloud State on
Saturday and Concordia-SP
on Sunday.
Stulken can be reached
at stulketi@mnstate.edu
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Housing for Haiti
BY MEGAN NITSCHKE
Editor

The MSUM Student Nurse Association has teamed up with the
Fargo Rotary Club to raise money for Haiti relief efforts.
On Saturday, they will be hosting a benefit concert at 6 p.m. in
the CMU Underground.
The concert is $5, and all the proceeds will go towards sending
shelter boxes to Haiti victims in need.
ShelterBox is an international disaster relief charity that delivers emergency shelter, warmth and dignity to people affected by
disasters worldwide.
“Each box supplies an extended family of up to 10 people with
a tent and essential equipment to use, while they are displaced
or homeless,” said Ashley Schmidt, a junior nursing student and
president of the Student Nurses Association. All the proceeds
from the event will go towards purchasing shelter boxes for those
in need. For more information visit www.shelterbox.org.
The benefit will feature three local bands. Baltic to Boardwalk
is a recently formed punk rock band.
“Their fast-paced music should really get people moving,”
Schmidt said.
Descension is a brand new metal band, and Serenity’s Call is a
four-piece hard rock band with a female lead.
“This event combines two great things, live music and charity,”
Schmidt said. “Those two things should be enough to draw most
people in.”
Schmidt encourages students to attend to provide Haiti support.
“Especially since it has gotten less media attention, it’s easy to
forget that people are still suffering in Haiti and need our help,”
Schmidt said. “This is a fun, easy way to help those who need
it.”
Nitschke can be reached at nitschkeme@mnstate.edu
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Business Association raises money, awareness
BY KELSEY FECHO
Staff Writer

MSUM’s Dragon Business
Association recently raised
$750 to help the Red River
Children’s Advocacy Center
in their annual charity fundraiser.
Long-time RRCAC partner
organization, Dakota Medical
Foundation will match the
DBA’s donation.
The DBA teamed up with
the Fargo-Moorhead Sertoma
Club and the Fargo-Moorhead
Optimist Club.
Together they put on the
holiday lights display at
Lindenwood Park this past
winter, and members of the
DBA were able to help set up,
operate and take down the
display.
“It was a terrific experience
for all of us, our members
really stepped up and took
time away from their busy

schedules,” said DBA president, Peter McCallum.
The DBA chose to work
with the RRCAC because of
the work it does within the
community.
“They are a fantastic, altruistic organization which exists to
help abused kids from around
the region,” McCallum said.
Children’s
Advocacy
Centers run entirely on donations, either monetary or professional services. It is important to get involved and raise
money. Children affected by
abuse can move past previous
experiences and succeed, but
they often need professional
help to do so.
A fellow Dragon, who preferred to remain anonymous,
said, “RRCAC helped me get
over the domestic violence I
was subjected to from a young
age. I don’t see how I could be
in school without the counsel-

ing I received.”
“We try to raise money for
charity on a yearly basis,”
McCallum said. “All of our
members feel the RRCAC is
a well-run organization that
serves the children of the surrounding community’s needs
extremely well. I would imagine our charity fundraisers
will continue to benefit the
RRCAC.”
The RRCAC holds several
workshops for the public, providing information on how to
handle emotional, mental and
physical damage in adolescents. To find a list of dates,
as well as other ways to get
involved, visit http://www.
cacnd.com/redriver/.

Fecho can be reached at
fechoke@mnstate.edu

MSUM celebrates diversity
BY KELSEY ROSETH
Staff Writer

MSUM is celebrating
Diversity Week April 1215, spurring excitement in
learning about others. Next
week, students are asked to
share their different backgrounds, lifestyles and cultures with the rest of the
university.
Events begin Monday
with a panel and movie
event in the CMU at 7 p.m.
titled “For the Bible Tells
Me So.”
Tuesday’s events are
focused on a discussion with
Cristie Jacobsen, a Cultural
Liaison Officer for the
Fargo Police Department.
Jacobsen will speak in the
CMU at 3 p.m., followed by
a discussion on interracial
adoption at 5:30 p.m.
Wednesday night’s keynote speaker is TJ Leyden,
a former recruiter, organizer and propagandist for
a white supremacist and
neo-Nazi movement for
15 years. The event, titled

“Turning Away From Hate,”
confronts racism and hate
crimes on college campuses.
The week comes to a close
on Thursday, April 15 with
the 2010 Unity Conference
Salsa Night. At 8:30 p.m.
in the CMU Ballroom, students will have an opportunity to learn and practice
salsa dancing with a live
band performing at 10 p.m.
Student Senate organized
the celebrations this week.
Sarah Butrum, the Senate’s
Diversity Chair, says it is
very important to recognize
the diversity on MSUM’s
campus.
“Every one of us is different and we need to celebrate, not keep it as a barrier,” Butrum said.
Butrum was shocked
when she moved from a
small South Dakota town

to the Fargo-Moorhead area
and saw the variety of students at MSUM. She liked
how she was able to meet a
lot of new people and was
able to “figure out who they
were and how they coped
with life. You can compare
and learn and see the world
through different eyes.”
Diversity Week is an
opportunity for students,
faculty, participants and
guests to learn more about
the culture that makes up
MSUM’s campus. For more
information, contact the
Student Senate at www.
mnstate.edu/stusen.

Roseth can be reached at
rosethke@mnstate.edu
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Donate your glasses for a cause

Advocate Staff Reports
Donate used eyeglasses and
you could win a pair of John
Mayer tickets or a $50 gift card
to the MSUM bookstore.
Concordia College nursing
students, along with China
Service Ventures, studied
abroad last May in rural China
and found that nearly 40 percent of children have poor
vision. Unfortunately, many
rural communities in China
do not have the funds to provide eyeglasses.
A Public Relations Processes
class at MSUM is collecting eyeglasses to send with
Concordia students when they
return to China this May.

Simply donate a pair of used
eyeglasses and your name will
be entered into a drawing for a
pair of John Mayer tickets or a
$50 bookstore gift card.
Drop-off locations are at the
mass communications lounge
MacLean Hall room 260 and
The Compass in the CMU
The John Mayer tickets will
be drawn on April 7, and the
bookstore gift card will be
drawn on April 14.
China Service Ventures
is a non-profit organization
founded in the early 1900s
that focuses on serving and
ministering to communities
throughout China.

Michael Parks chosen
Safety Director of the Year
Advocate Staff Reports
MSUM security director
Michael Parks was named
Safety Director of the Year
at a ceremony Tuesday evening in Long Beach, Calif.
The top educational campus award is presented
annually at the Campus
Safety Conference for public
safety and security administrators in hospitals, K-12
schools and universities.

Parks was nominated for
his leadership during the
Flood of 2009. He served as
the incident commander for
the campus and he played
a key role in the flood fight
in the community. Under
Parks’ leadership, MSUM
was mobilized as a volunteer center and provided
emergency call center facilities and staffing during the
historic flood.
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Red Cross provides help
services beyond flood relief
BY ANDREW JASON
Staff Writer

Most people who helped
fight the flood last year
remember the proactive role
the Fargo Red Cross played.
From feeding thousands
of volunteers to providing
sandbagging
equipment,
they were there to help in
any way possible. Again
this year, they took an active
role. Greg Voss, regional
executive director for the
Fargo Red Cross wants the
community to know that’s
not all they do.
“We obviously play an
important role in preparing for and responding to a
disaster, but not just floods,”
Voss said. “We also assist in
tornadoes and house fires.
We feed and house the victims.”
The Red Cross doesn’t
stop with disasters though.
According to their Web
site, they continue to help
the community by offering
a wide variety of first aid
classes, international support, helping the needy,
collection and distribution of blood and providing support and comfort for

military and their families.
The large number of
international disasters has
prompted a need for more
donations. According to
Voss the Fargo Red Cross
coordinates efforts locally to
donate to Haiti and Chile.
However anybody thinking of running off to Haiti
or Chile to volunteer for the
Red Cross needs to know
that the American Red Cross
has specially trained international volunteers. Not just
anybody can do it without
training.
Another helpful service
they offer is getting men
and women of the military
in touch with their family
members.
“If you have an older
brother in Afghanistan and
you want to communicate
with him you can go through
the Red Cross,” Voss said.
The real strength of the
Red Cross lies in its volunteers. They’re always in need
of volunteers, especially in
the F-M area when dealing
with the flood. One of the
focuses is food donations.
The Red Cross is in charge
of feeding several thousand

people on busy days.
All volunteer opportunities can be viewed at the
Fargo Red Cross’ Web site,
www.minnkotaredcross.org.
The Red Cross relies on
donations from individual
donors along with some
donations from organizations and grants to keep
serving the Fargo community and world. Donations
can also be made through
their Web site.
The Fargo Red Cross plays
an important role in serving the community, always
being there to lend a helping
hand to anybody in need.
Voss has a wish for the
whole Fargo community.
“We want people to know
that we’re here.”
Jason can be reached at
jasonan@mnstate.edu

3 weeks = 3 credits closer to graduation

MSUM SUMMER

SESSION 2010
Registration for Summer Session is now
open. Courses are filling quickly so register
today to reserve a spot in the class you want.
MSUM Summer Session 2010 offers over
300 classes to choose from to earn credits
toward Dragon Core requirements or your
degree requirements. Courses are offered
online and in the classroom in flexible three
to eight-week sessions.
Register at www.mnstate.edu/summer.

MSU Moorhead

www.mnstate.edu/summer
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education
professor
Sue
Severson. This award will
honor someone who has successfully made a difference in
the transition process for those
with disabilities.
The following are nominees
for the award:
MSUM alumnus Larry Young,
who works for Clay County
Social Services; MSUM alum-

nus Dale Johnson, a retired
special education teacher
at Moorhead High School;
Jonathan Opgrand, an employee at Friendship Inc. in Fargo
and MSUM alumnus Jeff
Anderson, who is ahead of
the vocational department at
Community Living Services in
Fargo.
“All of these nominees have

helped people achieve their
goal of graduating from high
school,” Olstad said.
The event is open to the public and takes place tomorrow at
the Courtyard by Marriot, 1028
28th Ave. S., Moorhead. The
evening will include a silent
auction, dinner, program and a
dance featuring the band Past
Due. Flowers will be available

to purchase. All proceeds will
go to bring quality training on
transition issues. The cost to
attend the entire evening is $30
per person and $50 per couple.
For those interested in only the
dance, tickets are available for
$10. The dance is from 9 p.m. to
midnight.
Nitschke can be reached
at nitschkeme@mnstate.edu
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people with a Swedish heritage. Some topics of interest
include Swedish art, architecture, films, detective novels
and social welfare.
“This class is fun as a teacher because you’re teaching
people who have a level of
interest and passion,” Kaplan
said. “It’s always been a fun
class for both the students
and I.”
The course is also offered
to the community under continuing studies.
“It’s nice to have community members and students
together, meeting each other
and sharing an interest,”
Kaplan said.
The course is taught on a
pass/fail grading scale with
no prerequisites, allowing
anyone to take the course.

O’keefe can be reached
at okeeke@mnstate.edu

CLASSIFIEDS
FOR RENT
Parents/Students. Affordable housing option from PRG
Home Sales. Duplex FOR SALE blocks from the campus.
Live in one, rent the other. $89,000. Call Marc @ 701 793-

You’ll find it
in Aldine!

8543. www.PRGHomeSales.com
APARTMENTS FOR RENT Summer or school year ’10’11. One, two, three and four bedrooms. 1-4 people. Most
with heat paid. Efficiency and roommates. Located between
campuses and north of campus. (218) 236-1143 www.
FMcharterrentals.com

EMPLOYMENT
O P P O RT U N I T I E S
INTERVIEWING FOR
School
Administrators
All areas

In Aldine ISD, you’ll find...
• A great work environment
• A State Recognized Mentorship Program
• One of the highest salaries in Texas
• A diverse student and teacher population
• National recognition for high performance
• A vibrant metropolitan community just minutes
from the ocean
To schedule an interview or apply for a position, please visit our
web-site at www.aldine.k12.tx.us or call us at 281-985-6306.

Teachers
Elementary School
All subjects
Middle School
All Subjects
Secondary
Math, Science,
English /
Language Arts,
Spanish, CATE
Special
Education
All areas,
Diagnostician
All Grades
Bilingual,
ESL / TSOL, Other

Drivers Wanted $700+/wk. Start Today, Daily Pay,
Company Vehicle, No CDL. No Experience Necessary. Work
For the Summer or Year Round! 701-235-3444
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT: COUNSELORS, SPEECH
AND OCCUPATIONAL THERAPISTS AND AIDES,
READING INSTRUCTORS, RECREATION, CRAFTS AND
WATERFRONT PERSONNEL NEEDED FOR A SUMMER
CAMP IN NORTH DAKOTA. WORKING WITH CHILDREN
WITH SPECIAL NEEDS. SALARY PLUS ROOM AND
BOARD. CONTACT: Dan Mimnaugh, Camp Grassick, Box
F, Dawson ND 58428, 701-327-4251 grasbek@bektel.com

S E RV I C E S
FREE Pregnancy confirmation and counseling www.
firstchoiceclinic.com or 701.237.6530

To place an ad in the classifieds
email us at advocate@mnstate.edu

Aldine Independent School District

15010 Aldine Westfield Road · Houston, Texas 77032
Phone: 281-985-6306 · Internet: www.aldine.k12.tx.us

Summer InternShIpS
available in the msum marketing department

The University Marketing department has openings for two paid full-time internships this summer
with the possibility to extend the internships to part-time during the 2010-2011 academic year.
Intern One will serve as a Graphic Designer

Intern Two will serve as a Project Manager/Writer

and will work closely with the graphic design team to
produce high-quality print materials for a wide variety
of departments across the University. Tasks will include
designing newspaper advertisements, posters, brochures,
direct mail pieces, etc. and workload will range from
creative conceptualization to reformatting needs.

and will work closely with key members of the marketing
team. Tasks will range from small, detail-oriented projects
to involvement in high-level marketing, branding and web
development initiatives.

Preference will be given to Junior or Senior level Graphic
Design or Graphic Communications majors with strong
design samples. Applicants must have working knowledge
of Adobe Photoshop, InDesign and Illustrator.

Applicants should have strong research, organizational and
project management skills, demonstrated writing ability,
a creative aptitude and a desire to learn. Preference will
be given to Junior or Senior level Mass Communications
majors with strong writing samples. Knowledge of Microsoft
Word, Excel, PowerPoint and web publishing is helpful.

Both interns will have the opportunity to significantly
build their creative portfolios, contribute to admissions
and marketing campaigns, and learn valuable skills
for future career development.
TO APPLY: Please electronically submit up to
three samples of your design or writing samples,
your resume and a cover letter indicating your year
in school, skill level and availability during summer
as well as the 2010-2011 academic year to the
Marketing Team at marketingteam@mnstate.edu
by Friday, April 16.
Please indicate Intern One or Intern Two in the
opening of your cover letter.

